ELEVATE

E X C H A N G E S

The Elevate Exchanges are our flagship, hybrid events
focused on our three key pillars: Sustainability,
Innovation and Community. We bring together
experts from a range of sectors to share advice,
insights and spark debate.

Last year’s events were live streamed to over 1000
viewers and we’re delighted that (restrictions
allowing!) we can also have a live VIP audience this
year. The Exchanges are hosted by INNSiDE
Manchester and include opportunities for networking.
We are keen to ensure a diverse range of speakers
from all sectors. If you are interested in getting
involved, or have recommendations, please contact
us. Training is available to support new or less
confident speakers.

What are
Elevate
Exchanges?

Elevate Sustainability Exchange
11 May 2022
Six months on from COP26, we explore how policy and practices
have changed as a result. Speakers include graduates of our Carbon
Literacy training and leading experts from across the region. Key
topics: transport; hydrogen; employee engagement and retail.

Elevate Innovation Exchange
14 July 2022
This event explores what it means to be an innovative business.
Does it happen by accident or design? Is it all about new products or
should we focus on innovative processes? We’ll hear from a range
of entrepreneurs, investors and corporates.

Elevate Community Exchange
13 October 2022
Community encompasses everything we need for people to thrive,
including diversity, collaboration, placemaking, training and culture.
We will explore the relationship between the private, public and third
sectors, as well as how communities have adapted post-COVID.

Speaker and panellist at the event
Five VIP delegate tickets to invitation-only live
audience
Exhibition stand / literature at event and at VIP
post-event networking
Digital profile on agenda and post-event follow
up emails
Company logo on all promotional material
(marked as headline sponsor) and on screen at
the event
Promoted through Elevate's social media
channels, newsletter and website

Headline
Sponsorship
£2,500 + VAT

Keynote speaker or panellist
Three VIP delegate tickets to invitation
only live audience
Exhibition stand at event
Company logo on all promotional material,
on social media and on screen at event

Standard
Sponsorship
£1,000 + VAT

Electricity North West

Testimonials
What last year's sponsors and
speakers had to say...

ENWL was proud to be the headline sponsor of the first
Elevate Sustainability Exchange. The event demonstrated
a fresh approach and helped us to share the work we’re
doing to lead the North West to net zero to a wider
audience. It is a great platform to engage with leading
businesses from a range of sectors.

Bruntwood Works
We were delighted to support all three Elevate Exchanges
last year. They gave us the opportunity to talk about
different areas of the business, from innovation process
to creating thriving cities through charity partnerships,
and to showcase our customers. We’re looking forward
to supporting the full programme again in 2022.

INNSiDE by Melia

We are a proud partner of the Elevate Exchange
programme. The key themes align perfectly with our
brand and the events have attracted new businesses and
customers into our spaces. In addition to providing
venue support, we were delighted to also showcase our
work and our suppliers on stage.

Contact Us
Katie Robson

Ilona Alcock

Katherine Barr

katie@elevategm.com

ilona@elevategm.com

katherine@elevategm.com

@katie_elevate

@ilona_alcock

@KatMBarr

07885 975222

07711 900435

07495 646867

